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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,597,411 

PAL LET FOR SUPPORTNG MATER ALS 

Bernard E. Wankrimpen, Lorain, Ohio, assignor 
to United States Steel Company, a corporation 
of New Jersey 
Application January 16, 1948, Serial No. 2,618 

(CI, 248-120) 8 Claims. 
1. 

This invention relates to a pallet for support 
ing materials and more particularly to such a 
pallet for supporting sheets and coils of steel. 
Pallets as currently constructed consist of a series 
Of pairs of Cross members each made up of a top 
and botton Support member nailed to a wooden 
"sleeper' or 2 x 4 extending between and in the 
Same direction as the support members. The 
pairs of top and bottom Support members so con 
Structed are connected in a laterally spaced re 
lationship by means of transversely extending 
deck members nailed to the surfaces of the Sup 
port members. It is obvious, that with this con 
Struction the prongs of a lift truck or other lifting 
mechanism could be inserted only from the two 
Open end directions because of the wooden 
"sleeper' nailed between the top and bottom sup 
port members. Lifting operations decrease the 
useful life of this pallet, especially after the lum 
ber has dried out with attendant shrinking. 
During the lifting operation tension is put on the 
nails holding the "sleeper' to the support men 
bers and when the load is released the lifted nail 
heads are driven back into the "sleeper' by the 
Weight pressed thereon. With frequent use and 
particularly when the "sleepers' and cross mem 
bers are dried out, the nail holes become larger 
and the nails become loose so that frequent re 
driving or replacement of these nails is necessary 
to keep the pallet in tight construction. 

It is an object of my invention to provide a 
pallet that is strong, light, and durable. 

It is another object of my invention to provide 
such a pallet wherein the wooden Separators are 
replaced by metal tubular Separators. 

Still another object is to provide a pallet that 
can be lifted from four directions rather than the 
two directions possible with the presently used 
pallets. 
These and other objects will be more apparent 

after referring to the following specifications and 
attached drawings, in which: 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of the assembled 

pallet; 
Figure 2 is a sectional view showing the metal 

tubular separator and washers of one embodiment 
of my invention in place; 

Figure 3 is an elevational view of the separator 
shown in Figure 2: 

Figure 4 is a top view of Figure 3; 
Figure 5 is a top view of the type washer used 

with the separator shown in Figure 3; 
Figure 5a is a segmental top view similar to 

Figure 5, but showing the washer used with the 
separator of Figure 6; 
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Figure 6 is an elevational view of the metal 

tubular separator of another embodiment of my 
invention; 

Figure 7 is a sectional view similar to Figure 2, 
but showing a third embodiment of my invention; 

Figure 8 is an elevational view of the separator 
shown in Figure 7; and 

Figure 9 is a top view of Figure 8. 
Referring more particularly to the drawings, 

the reference numeral 2 indicates Separators 
which are used to connect the support members 
4 and 6. Each separator is fabricated from a 
length of metal tubing having prongS 8 in each 
end thereof. The prongs 8 pass through slots fie 
which are provided in metal Washers 2, one of 
which is provided between each end of the sepa 
rator 2 and the contacting Surfaces of support 
members 4 and 6. The prongs 8 extending from 
the slots 0 are imbedded in the support members 
4 and 6 with their ends bent over at 4. The 
edges of the metal washers 2 are crimped at S : 
and driven into the Support members 4 and 6. 
The pallet is made up of a plurality of assemblies 
of members 6 and 6 connected with separator 2, 
the assemblies being connected by means of deck 
members 8 which are attached to the Support 
members 4 and 6. 
The second embodiment of my invention is 

shown in Figures 5a, and 6. In this embodiment, 
the separator 20 consists of a length of metal tub 
ing to the sides of which are fused or welded a 
number of double pointed rods or nails 22 at 
spaced intervals, with the ends of the rods or nails 
projecting from the ends of the metal tubing. 
The metal washer 24 used with this separator is 
similar to washer 2, but is provided with circular 
openings 26 to permit passage of the rods 22. 
The ends of the Welded rods or nails 22 are in 
bedded and clinched in Support members t and 6 
in the same manner as are the prongs 8. 
The washer in both of the above described en 

bodiments serves a dual purpose, namely, first to 
transfer the load onto the tubular separator and 
provide the required bearing surface on the Wood 
with which it is in contact. Secondly, during the 
intermittent loading and unloading of the pallets, 
the washers keep the prongS 8 or rods 22 in con 
stant tension and prevent the same from becom 
ing loose in the pallet through use or the drying 
Of the wood. 

Figures 7, 8, and 9 show still another embodi 
ment of my invention in which no metal washers 
are used. In this embodiment a number of slits 
are cut into the ends of the length of metal tubing 
28, the slits being made at an angle so that sharp 
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prongs 30 are provided in the ends when the 
metal therebetween is bent outwardly to form 
the flanges 32. The flanges are bent to an angle 
34 of less than 90°, for example 85. The edges 
of the flanges 32 are crimped and imbedded into 
the support members 4 and 6 as shown at 36 in 
the same manner as washers - f2 and 24 while the 
prongs-30 are bent and imbedded as shown at 38 
in the same manner as described for prongS 8. 
In the assembling operation for the first two 

embodiments of my invention support members 4 
and 6 are placed above and below the separators 
with the two washers placed as shown, The sup 
port members and separators are then pressed 
together in a steel press, the prongs or rod points 
being clinched and the washer edges being driven 
into the supporting members, as shown, by the 
plates of the press. ... ....." - . . . . 
The pallet construction shown in Figure 7 is 

assembled in the same manner except that metal 
Washers are not used, but are replaced by the 
bent over flanges 32 of the separator itself. 
While three embodiments of my invention have 

been shown and described, it will be apparent that 
other adaptations and modifications may be made 
without departing from the Scope of the following 
(claims. 
I claim: 
ii. A pallet comprising a series of spaced apart 

Support members, means connecting said support 
members in Spaced lateral relationship, a plu 
rality of tubular separators spaced at intervals 
between said Support members, a plurality of 
prongs projecting from the ends of each sepa 
rator, said prongs being imbedded in the support 
members, Washers located between the tubular 
Separators and the Support members, said washers 
having openings spaced at intervals in the sur 
faces thereof to permit passage of the prongs pro 
jecting from the ends of the tubular separators, 
and Crimps in the edges of said washers imbedded 
in the support members. 

2. A pallet comprising a series of spaced apart 
Support members, means connecting said sup 
port members in Spaced lateral relationship, a 
plurality of tubular separators spaced at inter 
vals between said support members, and a plu 
rality of pointed rods attached to the sides of . 
each tubular separator, and spaced at intervals 
about its periphery, the points of said rods ex 
tending beyond the ends of the tubular separator 
and being imbedded in the support members. 

3. A pallet comprising a series of spaced apart 
Support members, means connecting said support 
members in Spaced lateral relationship, a plu 
rality of tubular separators spaced at intervals 
between Said support members, and a plurality 
of pointed rods attached to the sides of each 
tubular separator and spaced at intervals about 
its periphery, the points of said rods extending 
beyond the ends of the tubular separator and 
being imbedded in the support members, washers 
located between the tubular separators and the 
Support members, said washers having openings 

4. 
spaced at intervals in the surfaces thereof to 
permit passage of the rods projecting from the 
ends of the tubular separators, and crimps in the 
edges of said washers imbedded in the support 
members. 

4. A pallet comprising a series of spaced apart 
support members, means connecting said support 
members in spaced lateral relationship, a plu 
rality of tubular separators spaced at intervals 
between said support members, a plurality of 
Spaced apart prongs on the ends of said tubular 
separators...a plurality of flanges on the ends of 
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said separators extending outwardly between said 
prongs at the base thereof, and crimps in the 
edges...of said flanges, said prongs and crimps 
being imbedded in the support members. 

5. A separator extending between two members 
arranged in Spaced apart relationship comprising 
a metal tube and prongs projecting from the ends 
of said tube adapted to be imbedded in the sepa 
rated members. 

6. A separator extending between two members 
arranged in Spaced apart relationship comprising 
a metal tube and a plurality of pointed rods 
attached to the sides of said tube and spaced at 
intervals about its periphery, the points of said 
l'ods extending beyond the ends of the tube and 
adapted to be imbedded in the separated members. 

7. A separator comprising a metal tube extend 
ing between two members arranged in spaced 
apart relationship, a plurality of spaced apart 
prongs on the ends of said tube, a plurality of 
fianges on the ends of said tube extending out 
Wardly between said prongs at the base thereof, 
and crimps in the edges of said flanges, said 
prongs and crimps being imbedded in the sup 
port members. 

8. A pallet comprising a series of spaced apart 
Support members, means connecting said support 
members in Spaced lateral relationship, a plu 
rality of tubular separators spaced at intervals 
between said support members, a plurality of 
prongs projecting from the ends of each sepa 
rator, said prongs being imbedded in the support 
members, washers located between the tubular 
Separators and the Support members, said washers 
having openings spaced at intervals in the sur 
faces thereof to permit passage of the prongs 
projecting from the ends of the tubular sepa 
rators, - 
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